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Research Focus
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»» To explore the scope of formal methods as a way to increase the degree of
rigorous analysis that can be applied to descriptions of large, complex processes.

Our Approach
»» Using UTP to formalise PML
›› UTP models systems as 1st/2nd order predicates that describe relationships between starting, intermediate and terminating values of observable aspects of program behaviour such as: program variable values; program start and stop; traces of externally observable events.

›› Need for process flexibility
›› Account for context-aware process equivalence

›› UTP supports multiple semantic models and their linkages.

»» Formalising the Process Modelling Language (PML)

›› UTP semantics for PML could be linked to domain-specific semantic
model associated with application areas.

»» Exploring its use in modelling Clinical Health Pathways (CHPs)
›› CHPs: dynamic, context sensitive, event driven, knowledge sensitive.

»» PML Semantics

›› CHP example:

›› Resources- we model resource expressions as predicates, on the state of
a (global) resource pool:

»» Basic Actions- have a pre-condition – the resources required for them to run.
When run, their outcome is that new/updated resources are provided.

Fig 1: Treatment for panic disorder in primary care (NICE CHP)
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Results to date
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»» Weak PML semantics
›› An interpretation that ignores all flow-of-control constructs
›› All basic actions are viewed as running in parallel
›› At any point in time one basic action, whose required resources are available, is non-deterministically chosen to execute.
›› The overall “flow-of-control” is determined by the induced dependencies between required and provided resources of all the tasks

Fig 3: PML semantics – relating semantics

»» Prototype tool support for PML semantics
›› Written in Haskell
›› Parses full PML concrete syntax
Fig 2: Highlights from Weak PML semantics

»» The Strict (and Flexible) PML semantics

›› Supports formal analysis
-- Including calculating the semantics

Future work

›› For concurrent/parallel programs with flow of control and global shared
state (or variables)

»» Clinical Health Pathways Case studies and theoretical publications

›› Building on “UTPP” by Hughes and Woodcock

»» Prototype tool will support more formal analysis

›› Developing fully compositional semantics
-- Context information is propagated in a top-down manner

»» Exploring novel uses of formality in safety-critical model-based development.
* This poster reports work by Dr. Andrew Butterfield and Dr. Anila Mjeda.

